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OBSERVATIONS IN THE FIELD OF THE AFROASIATIC
SUFFIX CONJUGATION

HELMUT SATZINGER

Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien

The object of this account are some aspects of the Afroasiatic Suffix Conjuga-
tion as it is represented in the Stative of Akkadian (damq-dku, damq-ata, damq-

"r7i. etc.), the West Semitic Perfect (e.g., Arabic qatal-tu, qatal-ta, qatal-ti, etc.;
cf. South Semitic -ki, -ka, -ki, etc.), and the Egyptian Old Perfective (Pseudo-
participfe, Stative; sdm-kw, sQnaj. etc.). For the present purpose, we will take
into account neither the Kabyle suffix conjugation of the verbs of quality (hnin-
eg. hnin-ed. etc.), nor the suffixal elements of the normal Berber conjugation

tlummed-eg, Ielammed-ed, etc.), neither the Bedauye stative conjugationl nor
rhat of East Cushitic languages,2 and we will not consider any Chadic suffix
conjugations.3

The most recent investigation into the suffix conjugation in Semitic has been
made by J. Tropper (1995). He first focusses on Akkadian, reaching the conclu-
sion that the suffix conjugation was originally the conjugation of the adjective.
In his view, adjectives did not originally have a prefix conjugation, the deriva-
rion of adjective verbs (verbs of qualiry) from the adjectives being a later fea-
rure.+ On the other hand, the verbs proper did not originally have the suffix con-
jugation. The "pseudo-conjugation" of the adjectives is the origin of the other
applications of the suffix conjugation:

. conjugation of nouns (zikkaraku'l am the man') and numerals (wedenu'we
are alone').

. conjugation of adjectives (remen€ta 'you are merciful') and participles

Qt aSi baku'l am staying'),

I  Ct. Rrissler ( 1950:493-494).
2  C l .  l l an t i  (  1987) .
3 Cl..  c.g..  Jungraithmayr ( 1994 and 1997).
{ This is the reason whl the Prefix Coniugation of the verbs of quality is formed after a
unilbrm vocalisation pattern: in Akkadian. -CaCCiC. -CCiC (and -CtaCiQ: in Ancient
West Semitic -CCaC. but in Arabic and South Semitic both -CCaC (for verbs *'ith
('u('u('a perf'ect) and -C(irC (fbr verbs with CaCuCa perfect). On the other hand, it is
the Suttx Conjugation that is uniform t'ith other verbs: Akkadian CaCiC. West Semitic
( 'u(- u( ' t t
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. the Stative conjugation ofthe verbs,
intransitives (mainly those of resultal"ive aktionsart; not, e. g., of alaku 'to

go'. rapadu'to run', damamu'to lament');
transitives, with passive meaning (afi iz'he has been seized')
transitives, with active meaning (partly of the same verbs, e.g. afuiz 'he has

seized'); this is regarded as a secondary development by influence ofthe
lntransltrves.

Whereas the base of the suffix conjugation of adjective verbs is the adjective, of
vocaf isation patterns CaCuC, CaCiC. or CaCaC, the base of the verbs proper is
the uniform "verbal adjective", CaCiC.

Both Huehnergard (1987:221-222) and Tropper (1995:493) emphasize the fact
that the delocutive forms (third person) are different in structure from the inter-
locutive forms (first and second persons). Whereas the latter are conjugated
adjectives (the conjugation endings ultimately deriving from former personal
pronouns). the former are declined like nouns (for gender and number, though
not for case). It is certainly no coincidence that the peculiar -a-- vowel can be
found in the interlocutive forms only.

interlocutive:
conjugation

pronominal ending
(-u-ku, -a-ta, -a-ti', -a-ni/a,

delocutive:
declension
gender/number ending

(Ala, at; i, fl
*Kg€:s*-iq-\€q-K\S--

In contrast to the Akkadian Stative, the West Semitic Perfect is fully integrated
into the verbal system, what is mainly due to the lack in West Semitic of a per-

fect conjugation of the AP,k. iptarl's type. Neveftheless, Tropper does not see a
rigid contrast in meaning and use between the Akkadian Stative and the West

Semitic Perfect, but rather a gradual transition. He claims that the origin of the
latter is likewise in a "pseudo-conjugation" of the adjective. The emerging of the
fientic meaning had occurred only gradually, there being still many static in-
stances, especially in Biblical Hebrew. lmportant morphological innovations as
against Akkadian are the general use of CaCaCa for the verbs proper (converse-

ly, the verbs of quality have become restricted to types CaCuCa and CaCiCa),
and the differentiation into active and passive forms (Arabic 'al-naQa and 'ufui/a,

respectively, against uniform aftiz in Akk.). Other important differences are:
. suffix conjugation of nouns is found in Akkadian only,
. the first and second person forms of Akkadian display a vowel -a'- between

the stem and the ending; there is no trace of this in other Semitic languages.

Some arguments can be raised, not against Tropper's analysis as such, but
against his assumption of a Proto-Semitic date for the developments described.
Rather, it must be assumed that the origin of the Suffix conjugation is much

-a--kumtf)
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earlier. lmportant evidence comes from Egyptian where active diathesis of

transitives and dynamic meaning Can be found in the earliest phases of the

language. lfthe origin is in a "pseudo-conjugation" ofthe adjective, as Tropper
has made plausible, there must be a rather long way from this to the oldest
Egyptian evidence. When comparing Egyptian and Semitic, their conformity in
respect to the Suffrx Conjugation is rather exceptional. Otherwise, there is -

beyond the apparent signs of relationship - a broad gap between the two sub-
lamilies, whether in basic vocabulary, phonetics, morphology, or syntax.
Although Egyptian and some Semitic languages are attested since several
thousands ofyears, their genetic link must antedate their oldest texts for at least
as long a time span as that that has elapsed since then. The origin of the Suffix
Conjugation is neither Semitic nor Proto-Semitic, but rather beyond the point
where the ancestors of Proto-Egyptian and Proto-Semitic separated.

Recent research has shown that there must be more than one paradigm of the
Egyptian Old Perfective. They are distinguished by their vocalisation patterns,
whereas the consonantal skeleton is the same. These are the forms found in the
Pyramid Texts5 and in the Middle Kingdom (disregarding the forms of the
dual) :

Middle Kingdom:
sdm -(.)
sdm -tA)
sdm -t(i)
sdm -t(j)
sdm -k(w)

sdm -(w)
sdm -t(j)
sdm -mn(j)

-w(iln sdm -w(t)n

\s is normal in hieroglyphic writing, particularly of the Old Kingdom, final7
and l'are but rarely written. lt has, however, been made plausible by Kammer-
zell (1990. l99la and l99lb)7 that there is a significant ratio of writing or
'lmitting them in the Old Perfective endings. Schenkel's investigation (cf.
khenkel 1994) has reached a similar issue for the Coffin Texts (First Inter-
nediate Period and Middle Kingdom). He analysed the writings of the ending 'l

I m. f. sing.. 3 f. sing., 3 f. plur.), distinguishing between verbs with an inherent
inamic meaning (like the intransitive verbs of motion) and verbs with an

: ,. : l :Jel I 1955i 1964:N|i 572-576) and Allen (1984:ti 564).
-  \  , .n  I  l98 l :385.  $ 564 D).
- .<t rlso the crit ical remarks of Karl Jansen-Winkeln (1991)

25

Pyramid Texts:

singular: 3m s/nr -(j)

f srJm -t(i)

2m sdn -t(j)

f sdm -t(j)

l c sdm -k(j)

plural: 3m sdm -w(j)

f *s/m -tQ)

2c s{m -twn(i)

lc sdm -nw(j) (l'),6
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inherent static meaning (like the verbs of quality). The statistics which his
investigation yielded are obviously significant:

verbs liable to be dynamic verbs liable to be static

spel l ing:  ( ' t j )

2 rn. sing. 5o,,o
2 f. sing. 0%
3 f. sing. l9/o
3 f, plur. \Yo

( ' t )

es% (t)
r00% (!)
ee% (!)
r00% ( ! )

('ti)
36%
52%
t4%
50%

('t)
64%
48o/o
86%(t)
50%

It can be clearly seen that inherently dynamic verbs hardly ever display the
spell ing ('t j). Inherently static verbs have both the (.t j) and the (.0 spell ing, in a
virtually equal ratio. But there is one exception to this: the 3 f. sing. form is
rarely spelt (.tj), that is. we find (.tj) with inherently static verbs nearly as seldom
as with inherently dynamic verbs.

This is a remarkable result indeed. But the question is, what does it mean in
terms of phonetics and morphology? Schenkel has discovered a significant
parallel, viz. the spell ing ofthe nisba adjectives derived from nouns or preposi-
tions ending in r, in the same corpus (Coffin Texts). The penult syllable of these
is necessarily accented. It may be either closed (...CVC t7) or open (...Cf rt). In
the spelling of nisba ad.jectives whose vocalisation can be inferred, there is a
ratio of distribution of (U) and (.t) spell ings that is virtually identical with that
for the endings of the 2 sing. and 3 fem. plur. of the Old Perfective endings:

nisba adjectives, C\lC rt
spel l ing: (t)

43Yo.

(tj) (r)
1Vo 93o/o (!)

ci tq
(tj )
53o/o

This shows that the scribes of the Coffin Texts used to write (t) for tVj# after a
consonant, but either (t) or (tj) in a case of itVj#. It must be concluded that the
Old Perfective forms that are exclusively written (t) had a consonant before the
ending, whereas those wriften partly (t), partly (tj) had a long accented vowel
insefted between the verbal stem and the ending. The forms wriffen (t) are, as we
have seen. those of dynamic verbs plus the 3 pers. fem. sing. of the static verbs.
Those written (d) are those of the 2 pen. sing. and the 3 pers. plur. of static
verbs.

However, the evidence of the spelling of the Old Perfective ending y' in the
Coffin Texts needs a critical revision from the statistic viewpoint. The total of
cases of 2 pers. masc. sing. is 336, that of 3 pers. fem. sing. is 291. These
numbers are sufficiently big to yield reliable results. Of the 2 pers. fem. sing.,
there are 32 cases; as the distributions I I :0 and I l:72 are very distinct. this num-
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ber may suffice. But the six cases of 3 pers. fem. plur.,E in the distributions 4 : 0
and l: l, are probably not enough to be significant. We may conclude from
Schenkel's results that there were different forms for the second person singular,
*('V C'VC tV.i and *CVc Ca'tVj. We will, on the other hand, hesitate to assume
the same for the third person feminin singular as the relation of (t) and the (tj)
spellings is not so dissimilar with static and dynamic verbs (209 : 3 versus 68 :
ll). But the evidence is inconclusive as to the situation of the third feminin
plural. lt is, then, not improbable that the third person forms did not distinguish
between "Perfect" and "Stative" in Egyptian. In other words, the Egyptian Per-
fect would very much resemble the West Semitic Perfect, and in the same time
the Egyptian "Stative" would have tlre same peculiarity as the Akkadian Stative
in so far as the long stressed vowel -a-- between the stem and the ending is found
in the second (and first) person forms, though not in those of the third person.

dynamic Old Perfective ("perfect"): static Old Perfective ("stative"):

2 m. sing. *CV cVC tvj

27

2 f. sing.
3 f. sing.
3 f. plur.

*cv cvc tv.i
*CV cvc rv.i
*cvc cv rvj ?

*cvc ca tvj
*CVC c6 tvj
*cv CVC tvj
*cvc cv tvj ?

Actually, numerous vocalized forms of the Egyptian Old Perfective are preserv-
ed, mostly in Coptic (the "qualitative"), but also in Greek and cuneiform tran-
scriptions of Egyptian names, etc. All these forms are, however, of the third
person. In general it is the tirird person masc. singular form that is preserved.

3rad. verbs: the Coptic forms are CoCC, the form to be reconstructed is
*CdC CVu,(i.e., CaCVC + Vw).

2rad. verbs, including many that were originally 3rad.: Coptic has CeC what
has to go back to ci Cyw (i.e.. CuC + vw).e

4rad. verbs: the Coptic forms are CCCdC, the form to be reconstructed is
*CaC C?i CVw; 5rad. verbs have CCCCdC, to be reconstructed as *CIl

CaC CdCVw.
4rad. week verbs (lVae infirmae): the Coptic forms are CCAC @.g.,

groyoroy 'is dry' < *iawdjVwto;, what may be reconstructed as *Ca CZf

3 lhe 3 fbm. plur. lbrm uas substituted by'the 3 masc. plur form in the Middle Kingdom.
ll is onlv in a very conservative (and in parts early) corpus like the Coffin Texts that we
Ta\ e\pect to llnd it at all attested.
e Coptic n may' also go back to *j-. but this sound change is based on certain conditions
'dc Peust 1992). n'hereas the vocalisation CZC is uniform for all 2rad. verbs (whether
,rrginal or shortened from 3rad. verbs). rvhatever their radical consonants are.
r Also the inl'initive of this verb. glooye. has the structure of the week 4rad. verbs.
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('l'v'; but atso CC?C (e.g., roynr 'is united' < *tawlitVw)' to be recon-

structed as *Ca C i Cyv'.l l

There are. however, several qualitatives that originate in the third person fem.

s ingular :

3rad.: Coptic rbrms like 2xr,/oerr <' *ha klr tVj, or perhaps < *ha kdr tVj,

xga/oerr < +/a rii tl'j. or */a ra.i tLi, the template being *Ca CiC tVi' or

perhaps +Ca CdC tl ' i

2rad.: Coptic forms like 6€er < gir tl'i, eer < *iir tVj < *ia wir tVi:

template *C tic t l ' j

4rad verbs: the Coptic forms are of the pattern CCCoCt, to be reconstructed

as *C'a(' CaC tl '1:5rad. verbs have CCCCoCT, to be reconstructed as*Ca
( ' t  ( 'Ct iC t l . i .

4rad. week verbs (lVae infirmae): Coptic CCoCt (e.g', cpoqr'is at leisure'<
*sur t t / i l ' j ) . to  be reconstructed as *6o 6 '69 7y i . l2

Other Coptic qualitative forms are thought to be secondary, that is, to be formed

in analogy Among them. there are a ferr that may, however, be old, viz. forms

ot ' thc th i rd rnasc.  p lura l .

( . (Cot t ' -  aCaC CZi t t l  i (?) :  nppe' to come for th ' :  nper<rrcy <*par  j i iwVj

(besides nopc < *pariI"u',3 m. sg.); TPP€'to be afraid': rper<uoy <
*tar j1iv'L:j;a,ca,r ' to become light': rc(er)tuoy <*ias jZiwVj

L'C(Vu(t1t3 < *CaC (' i u'Vj (?): cEse 'to circumcise': cEsny(r) < *sab ii
r I,r: 6oetre 'to dwell': 6r,rny('r) t *qVC li wvi (besides 6^rc,oY <
*q1,'C lii u,t,j)

All these are week 3rad. (l l lae infirmae) verbs'

Note that none of the singuiar forms (masc. and fem.) show traces of a vowel -d-

between the stem and the ending, just as in Akkadian (damiq, damqat). The long

stress-bearing vowel of the assumed plural forms is rather part of the ending. All

this concerns the third person; for the first and second persons, however, we

have to reckon with stative forms with a vowel d between the stem and the end-

ll lhc liglptian fbrms are the result of a s1.'ncopation of the two final syllables (which

lcd to tho,Jisappearance of the final rreek radical) and subsequent lengthening of the

rorrcl of t l rc open accentcd sl" l lable: +( 'aCI'Cl j l j  > *CaCrtCLi > *CaCtCl 'w: cf

l 'cmininc nisba f i l rms l ike *rr l 'su'dt i1'at - *nl 'sjdt i t  > B uectot '  The vocal isat ion may

lrarc been *(-uCuCiC-.

l2 Again. the tbrms are rhe resulr of a syncopation of the two final syllables:
*( ' l ' ( ' l ' ( ' l ' i t l  j> *Cl 'Cf( 'r l j :  here. too. the f lnal week vowel has disappeared. but no

lcngrhcning ofthe accented rorvel rvas necessary as i t  came to stand in a closed syl lable
('1, nisba lbrms of a struclure like *ftinliiut > *hdntit > -xovr. The vocalisation ma)'

again have been *CaCa(-i(  -

I  i  \ \  i th  in t rus i re  - t
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ing, as in the Akkadian Stative, alongside with perfect tense forms without such
a vowel. as in the West and South Semitic Perfect.

dynamic Old Perfective ("Perfect"): static Old Perfective ("Stative"):

I c. sing. *CV Clt. kvj
I  c.  plur.  *CV CVL'nVj
2 m. sing. *CV Cl/C tVj
2 f. sing. *CV CIX tvj
2 c. (?) plur. *CV CVC fifnVj
3 m. sing. *Cy'C Cl,j (<*Cy'CVCVj)
3 m. pfur. *CVC (t'u,Vi
3 f. sing. *CV Cr/C tvi
3 f. pf ur. *CVC Cl,'tvj ?

base tense marker
Stative: (verbal) noun -A-

Perfect: (verbal) noun @

*CVC C?i KVJ
*CVC Cii nVj
*CVC Czi tVj
*CVC Czi tVi
*CVC Ca tinVj
*cy'c cvj (<*cy'cvcvj)
*CVC CI/wVj
*cv cy'c tvj
*CVC CI/ tVJ ?

subject
ku, ta, etc.
ku, ta, etc.

Usually, the interlocutive Stative forms of Aktadian are analysed as consisting
of a predicative element (verbal noun, or noun in general) plus an ending of
pronominal character, viz. -dku, -atu, elc. The -a-- vowel is thought to be part of
the ending. This is motivated on the one hand by the delocutive forms which do
not have the --a-, on the other hand by the absolute pronoun andku (with its
Hebrew cognate 'and[i) which does have it, and which is also analysed as an-
aku. on account of the forms of the second person (*an-ta, *an-ti etc.). The
newly discovered Egyptian facts reveal a completely different perspective. lf

there is a Stative *sadm1i-kuw t'l huu. been heard', 'l having been heard'
alongside with a Perfect *sadl/m-kuw'l heard', 'l have heard', the -d- cannot be
regarded as part of the pronominal element; it is rather - in the interlocutive
tbrrns - a tense marker of the Stative, in contrast to the Perfect:

The question arises as to the nature and original meaning of this -Z- vowel.
Actually. there is an Afroasiatic morpheme -athat has the function to mark the
{bsof ute Case. The absolutus is the case of the predicate (predicative), of the
address (vocative), of isolated words. etc. Sasse (1984) has shown that the Sem-
itic Accusative (Akkadian, Arabic lal-nasbl, Ge'ez) originated in the Absolute
Case in -e,and he has shown vestiges of it in Berberand in Cushitic. In Egyp-
tian. residues of the Absolute Case can perhaps be found with all morphological
q pes ofthe Absolute Pronoun (*jan-a-k, *jan-d-n [the endings are not the suffix
pronouns- but rather resemble the Old Perfective endings]; *1uw-ti-t, *llim-d-t,
*sttv'-ti-t. *sit-d-t 

[enclitic pronoun + *dtft *jant-a-k/1/fls/n/1n/sn), furthermore
with some prepositions (*jam-d-f in him', *jar-d-f 'to him'), and with the
subjunctive form ofthe suffix pronoun conjugation (*'anb-d-f'(in order) that he
may live'), cf. Satzinger (1991).
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Note that the Egyptian absolute pronoun is characteristically used as a predicate

and in extrapositions (more or less like French moi): its use as a subject in the

nominal sentence (interlocutive persons only) is probably secondary. Semitic has

only one of these pronominal predicative forms with stressed -a, viz. Akk.

anaku, cf. Heb. 'andhi (which has to compete with 'an1);but on the other hand,

the absolute pronoun of Semitic is more characteristically used as subject (cf.

Rosen 1984).

My hy'pothesis is that the original structure of the Stative (of Akkadian and

Egyptian) is - at least in the interlocutive forms - a sentence consisting of a

verbal noun (or - in Akkadian - a general noun) in the Absolute Case, with a

free pronoun being added as subject. Accordingly, the language in which the

Suffix Conjugation came into existence was quite different from Egyptian and

the Semitic languages as they are actually attested.
. It had an Absolute Case system (in contrast to the Semitic Accusative Case

system).
. lt had a paradigm of freely used personal pronouns ku, ta, ti etc. that could

tunction as subject pronouns.

Actually, the -a- morpheme did not. in principle, mark the predicate (in a

narrow sense) but rather the whole predicative phrase. If the predicate consisted

of one elenrent only it was this that was marked:
S

Npredicate

( v )
_ _ g

: ikkurdku' l  am a man'

marsctku ' l am il l '

w,asbdku 'I am sitting' (Egn. hmsj'kw * fiamasj?ikuw)
v,atddku 'l am born' (Egn. msj'ku,*masjiikuw)

lf. however, the predicate phrase consisted of more than one element the

predicate marker was attached to the last element. With transitive verbs, the

predicative phrase consists of the verb and a nominal (direct) complement, or

object. ln languages with an Accusative Case system, like Akkadian, Arabic and

Ge'ez, the object is in the accusative. In the languages mentioned, the pertinent

rnarker is in the singular an ending -a. Our model can show how the Absolute

Case marker of the old system became an accusative marker in the new.

subject

ku
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./
Vpredicate

I
VP

-"-\
V N P
(- -).a -ku (> {u)

I

Arabic: darab.tu l-kalb.u'l hit the dog'
(Absolute Case > Accusative).

This concems the active voice. lf, however. a transitive verb is used in the
passive voice it has no nominal expansion. In this case it behaves like a verb of
quaf ity. or any other univalent verb; see above, walffiku 'l am born'.

Also intransitive verbs may be bivalent, like the transitives; in this case they are
in need of an indirect (or adverbial) complement as expansion. The predicative
phrase consists of the verb and an adverb or a preposition with its complement.
If we fook for traces of the original Absolute Case marker A we may think of
severaf Arabic adverbs that end in -a, l ike hund'here', hatmd'there', tnmma
'rhen' , ba.l,nd 'in between'; 'ayna 'where ?' , matd 'when ?', kayfa 'how ?', but
also of several Arabic and Egyptian prepositions with the same characteristic:
Arabic 'ild, 'qld, ladd, fattd, ma'a: fawqa, tal.tta, bq'da, etc.; Egyptian *jama-
'in', *.jard- 'to'. Note that in the prepositional phrase it is not the final element
(the complement) that receives the marker, but rather the nuclear element (the
preposition).

S

3r

Nsubject

Nsubject

(- -)a - -ku (> -tu1

I

Arabic: naz(tl tu 'ilE l-wddi'l descended to the valley'
Middle Egptian:.jwj h3j.ku, jr jnt (*jara-jiinat), same meaning.

-ar:stire 
rerbs in the active voice will not - according to the model presented

lr: - :eceire the -a morpheme; those in the passive voice will. By nature, the
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active is more dynamic, the passive is more static. Dynamic verbs of motion -

with local expansions: 'go to', 'come from'etc. - wil l be bare, verbs of quality
wif l have the -a. The form in -a developed into the Stative, the form without
becarne the Perfect. This situation is preserved in Old and Middle Egyptian.
Semitic languages, on the other hand, have either the Stative or the Perfect. In
Akkadian all verbs take the -a, the situation of verbs without expansion is thus
generalized: anyway, a static meaning prevails. In the other languages, the -a

gets lost, it is the form of expanded verbs that is generalized. The meaning is
typically dynamic, rather than static.

The rnain flaw in this theory is that it does not take account of the delocutive
forms. Obviously, they are formed differently: the endings can be related to, or
are identical with, the gender/number markers of the noun, that is to say, they
have declension; on the other hand, no pronominal elements, no conjugation.
Solutions to link them with the model developed above can be qhought of, but
r.rlust be left for another occasion as they would imply elaborate discussions.
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